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SECRETS AND LIES This show will be in two distinct parts, and arises from a personal 

long term investigation of observances, on a personal, show, collective and much wider 

level. First we will delve into the background and so very key pieces said recently, that 

allowed me to come to a conclusion on what is and has been unfolding. There are many 

times in the background where my pondering has led to uncover some extraordinary 

revelations, answer the unanswerable questions and then produce it in a way that is 

understandable to most. It is a strange experience to observe at first as seemingly strange 

pieces of information come to you at the strangest times and manner. Since 2013 I have 

essentially quit following anyone on the alt media circus, and new found abilities allows 

me to wait until the information comes to me, sometimes in the most bizarre ways. It takes 

much inner trust of the self to accomplish that, as often we find ourselves searching for 

information on an unprecedented scale and become like sponges for it. But with the right 

self development, your searching or researching can be tailored in a way that saves time 

for other more important things, like soul and personal development. There is a reason they 

call it re-searching, because in essence due to the loops within your DNA we are already 

aware of the information, we just forgot. So, you are re-searching for something you 

already knew, and carefully placed triggers within these shows, has allowed you all to get 

it, then act upon it. Recently via several shows we have covered some pretty dark 

technology and it's implications. It started off with one piece in one show, which then 

morphed into Expose 10, FRWL Plus 10 and now this show, all from one op-ed style piece. 

Yet, I was able to expand upon that, connect all the dots, add in my own knowledge and 

database and then come to a startling conclusion, which will be revealed near the end of 

this show. Suddenly a whole heap of things will begin to make sense, on a show level, 

group level and wider level all at the same time and conclusion. This is not by accident, as 

it has happened to me so many times now on my personal journey of discovery, that has 

brought us all a deep knowledge base on a vast range of topics. This is how I found or was 

led to the Levashov material, the same applied to the FRWL 8 A through C, that came 

about from me pondering on just two leading questions, the answers I got led to those 3 

shows and over 10 hours of information. We have waited for the completion show of the 

first part of that series since October 2019, that wait is now almost over as the FRWL 9 

and completion episode, will be revealed late next month on carefully planned dates. You 

see it is not just the clowns that plan things out, we do to, that is why we have been 

successful as a show and group. Not based on numbers, as that is but a mere statistic, and 

statistics can be manipulated to suit an agenda, just like Johns Hopkins and their faulty 

math. But based upon the sheer volume of our members and listeners, of how they have 

developed themselves on a soul level and into much better people than when they started 

their THI journey. But, we still have much work to do, and it will require much more efforts 

from more members than currently, particularly in relation to the Communal Gatherings. 

The TPC is far bigger than you can all imagine currently, and all listeners and members 
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have to begin to grasp that and act on it, not just rely on what is essentially the few doers, 

all must become doers for us to prosper.  We often focus our shows on themes, and this 

allows the listener to then connect their own dots, rather than me just pointing them out, 

the latter is the lazy way of learning and that has not served us well in the past, present or 

our future should it continue that way. Seek and ye shall find is the way forward, and 

perhaps a reminder from the EBE in the Aztec crash is a prevalent and poignant reminder. 

Just try to accept we are in paradise when we are seeing and understanding something new, 

our god should be change, our religion should be understanding, searching for truth is our 

greatest social challenge and purpose. FOR WHAT IT'S WORTH 

 

First we will go into the background of the information, which will then lead into 

something that is directly related to us all in the group, and what has been unfolding. 

 

This was from a show on Sept 12th 2019 For those who haven't watched the movie Ghost 

in the machine, and don't believe the several warnings given in this show about a 

technological future, any doubts will be removed paying close attention to that show. 

Hooked up to the network indeed, Clowns in panic show was the main warning. Worried 

about 5G nope worry about that future, and do not consent, people are not using logic on 

the 5G issue, the real purpose of it is, having as many people as possible with mobile 

phones to hook up to the network and for your phone to generate bitcoins via your 

bandwidth, to do that they need people alive and using the phones. Think logical. The 

simple solution if you are that worried about 5G, of which all phones I have been informed 

will have to operate on 5G or they will not work from around mid winter onwards, and so 

you will require a new one from that point, that only operates 5G, is to discard your mobile 

phone, but will people make that sacrifice? 

 

In the same show September 2019 I said this. The reason being is the tunnel to the event 

horizon is narrowing rapidly, their abilities to harvest and possess, are wearing off on the 

higher frequency people, their ability to sustain frequency in here is diminishing also. They 

cannot sustain the source energy frequencies anymore it is way too high for them, this was 

known would occur when those frequencies were released, and the subsequent ramp up of 

it over recent months. To try and counteract this they have inhabited several vessels, some 

even in our own group to try and change the path, a path they fail to see no longer exists, 

despite holding hostage the Vrill girls and the now failed Looking Glass technology. We 

are not in same time space, your night of the Svarog is over, the gods are not returning, the 

various ET groups you relied on will not help you anymore either, the timeline they all 

desired is no longer in existence, and we are in a different frequency and timeline. This is 

why you are seeing people's behaviors changing rapidly, and why some of you are having 

difficulty believing this or that person has gone rogue, yes some have and some where 

pulled back from it within our group also. But whilst some will feel sorry that certain people 

have been possessed, and it appears all so random, it is not, those people taken over because 
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their own frequency was low enough to allow it. This is why we have said do you shadow 

and inner work and raise your frequency and vibration, you cannot raise your vibration 

bogged down with inner trauma, no matter which shaman or internet guru tells you 

differently. So the gist is, those people all lowered their own vibration by exhibiting low 

vibrational energies, once it was low enough and matched, the entity walked in. One 

woman on her own podcast recently spoke of, said there is no need to do inner or shadow 

work and it was all bs, her whole demeanor had and has changed, thinking process 

shredded, sounding somewhat deranged, puzzled and bizarre in the extreme. This an 

example of a takeover/walk in style event, but you have to have lowered your frequency 

enough to accept it, stating no need for shadow and inner work, whilst exhibiting anger, 

lies and other lower vibration frequencies left the trap door wide open. Even in the few 

zoom calls we had a few people change and flip before our eyes, whilst sad to see and some 

empathy must be shown, the main point is it is their own fault, they just haven't done their 

work, and so content to drag down others. The behaviors of some of these people will defy 

all logic and morals, but I am sure I am not alone in saying it boggles the mind the lengths 

some people will go to, to play games disrupt groups, slander people who want to create, 

those who have done some of their work.  Some are upset at losing their friends in the 

group, but is it not the case the person opposite is a reflection of you, until you change 

frequency and they go. Ponder on that closely. To those with Stockholm syndrome, 

victimhood people, programmed people, bitter and twisted people, trauma based people, 

people mired in hate, vengeance and retribution, woe is me people, my life sucks people, 

Russian doll people, boxes and labels people, I want a nanny state people, all people with 

those issues, it is time to let it and them go. 

 

September 26th show 2019. The Vrill group are a major problem we have been dealing 

with recently, with their frequency based machines causing much havoc and disruption, 

particularly in the field of harvesting energy from selected groups, work underway to 

address those issues. There was a plan of theirs to collect 20K people and bring them all to 

a certain region in America, give them jobs and funding, so they can be used as batteries, 

some people have a much higher frequency or essence they desire, that was prevented. That 

place was I can now reveal was Durango Colorado. Members who met me in that town all 

commented on about the better energies there, including the Trustee after I arrived. One 

group has been back since I left and noticed the marked change in the energies, they are 

very heavy again, I confirmed it myself when I went back to settle a few things. The gist 

of those below ground machines was to create a frequency that lowered the vibration of 

people on the planet, particularly certain groups who have turned their light frequency 

beacon on. Remember I did a piece that kind of disturbed some asking was the planet and 

the being sick? I asked why some many species here are all vampiric, violent, divisive and 

chaos based, and I questioned whether grounding was a good thing, which again people 

didn't resonate too well with, those machines are your answer to that. They are or in some 

cases were infecting the ground with negative frequencies, and so another new age based 
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ideology of being bare footed on the earth has to come into question at this point. The 

antidote to that is, clearing the ground before you engage it. 

 

October 10th 2019. Public warning: I have uncovered new science. POTUS Donald J 

Trump is an AI entrained host who is dragging a growing bulk of human Souls into the 

looming AI Singularity where they will be lost to AI forever. That is his cosmic function 

in this AI soul harvest that is upon us, and is well documented in Wes Penre’s timely Book. 

You are hereby advised & warned. It was a strange comment back then, but I did keep 

warning about Trump in the shows, whilst also warning the Trustee. Something else she 

failed to listen to, until too late. We also did a piece about Trump in the show, Have the 

gods returned? With the Israeli and Hebrew Annunaki crew designating him as Cyrus, 

maybe he was the white knight talking backwards? 

 

This year Trump was spouting about the importance of America getting technology and in 

particular 6G. When many in the alt media believe that 5G is in some part playing an issue 

in the Covid scam, yet he stated that? So, what is 6G? 6G will be 50 times faster than 5G 

and will enable the Metaverse where everything will be digitalized. Holograms, AI and 

virtual reality will be commonplace if not required for modern life in the real world. It will 

be possible to replicate people, devices, objects, systems, and even places in a virtual 

world. Samsung has revealed its plans for 6G technology, outlining its vision for digital 

twins of our physical selves. Ultimately we’re talking about creating another reality, 

another world, that’s as rich as the real world, the inventor Rev Lebaredian says. Who is 

we Mr. Lebaredian? have the people been informed or consulted? why haven't the religious 

groups complained about this en masse? after all, isn't this going against their gods will? 

or is their god not what they thought it was? 

 

So what is a digital twin? Here is a short piece with added information from Lisa Renee on 

digital twins, and no I am not fully endorsing her, but this piece is relevant. A Digital Twin 

is an exact replica or Clone, used to represent that individual’s Personality Matrix projected 

into another dimensional plane, usually the virtual representation is placed in a location 

within the Phantom Matrix. The Digital Twin is used by the NAA as a Mind Control 

weapon which attempts to overlay into the Light body, it is designed to subvert the organic 

consciousness of that individual. The NAA was a major radio facility located at 701 

Courthouse Road in Arlington, Virginia. It was operated by the U.S. Navy from 1913 until 

1941. The station was originally constructed as the Navy's first high-powered transmitter 

for communicating with its bases across the U.S. and the Caribbean. Like everything else 

that comes out of the Military, it is then weaponised against we the people. Many times, 

seemingly to be an evil twin, but this is a digital twin of that individuals’ identity that is 

used as, a Holographic Insert to abuse the inner spiritual Christos within organic human 

beings. Additionally, the Red Cube AI technology is designed to be a genetic code crasher 

for anti-hierogamic union, or to create interference through an Alien Love Bite scenario. 
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That engages that person in heavy emotional dramas via Victim-Victimizer archetypes and 

mistaken identity, by keeping the inner and outer gender principles split apart. The Red 

Cube technology capitalizes on painful emotional astral damage and mistaken identity, 

confusing identities, so that the target cannot tell who is who, what are the false timelines 

and imposters versus the authentic identity. Take note of the line mistaken identity, 

confusing identity, so the person can't tell who is who, it will be useful later in the show. 

The targeted person can mistake AI Digital Twins inserted into their hologram as their twin 

soul, or whatever else that can be included to interfere with integrated spiritual Ascension, 

by confusing them with mistaken identity or Hero-Savior archetypes. This includes the 

target believing that they are this special identity from an inserted digital twin of a Cloned 

Ascended Master in their light body. In which this clone runs AI Red Wave, false feminine 

violet programming or other artificial frequencies, which is quite common in the new age 

circles without Negative Ego training and Victim-Victimizer clearing. Hmm can think of 

one person not too far from here where that scenario may well fit. Basically this is Military 

Grey Alien Technology and other Alien Machinery used by the NAA, is designed to create 

Clones of planetary inhabitants, human beings, through the process of Soul Capture 

Technology and manipulating synthetic Timelines.  

 

In Expose 10 we covered the Metaverse, digital twins which could be the avatars, and the 

daemons were always around. Although there are public-access Metaverse terminals in 

Reality, using them carries a social stigma among Metaverse denizens, in part because of 

the poor visual representations of themselves as low-quality avatars. Status in the 

Metaverse is a function of two things: access to restricted environments such as the Black 

Sun, an exclusive Metaverse club, and technical acumen, which is often demonstrated by 

the sophistication of one's avatar. Oh my restricted to invite only by an exclusive club 

owned by the Black Sun, which brings in the FRWL 8B episode. Those who remember 

that episode where it revealed the Black Suns ultimate goal is to end all life, so inserting 

people into virtual reality worlds to all intents and purposes will end their life. Because 

after a while in that environment, people forget what is real and what is not, which in some 

aspects is like how it all started with the loops. Curiously just after our show on it, Facebook 

announced they are hiring 10K people, 1 and 0? to build the Metaverse, what a 

cohencidence that is. 

 

Metaverse: The Metaverse is a collective virtual shared space, created by the convergence 

of virtually enhanced physical reality and physically persistent virtual space, including the 

sum of all virtual worlds, augmented reality, and the internet. The word metaverse 

combines the prefix meta meaning beyond with universe, and is typically used to describe 

the concept of a future iteration of the internet, made up of persistent, shared, 3D virtual 

spaces linked into a perceived virtual universe. In the documentary not movie we covered 

in that show called Snow Cash. Stephenson's Metaverse appears to its users as an urban 

environment, developed along a single hundred-meter-wide road, the Street, that runs the 
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entire 65536 km (216 km) circumference of a featureless, black, perfectly spherical planet. 

Sounds like the Black Sun to me, or perhaps Rahu and Ketu. The virtual real estate is 

owned by the Global Multimedia Protocol Group, GMPG is close to the Rothschild's 

KPMG is it not? GMPG a fictional part of the real Association for Computing Machinery, 

and is available to be bought and buildings developed thereupon. Users of the Metaverse 

gain access to it through personal terminals that project a high-quality virtual reality display 

onto goggles worn by the user, or from low-quality public terminals in booths, with the 

penalty of presenting a grainy black-and-white appearance. Stephenson also describes a 

sub-culture of people choosing to remain continuously connected to the Metaverse by 

wearing portable terminals, goggles and other equipment, they are given the nickname 

gargoyles due to their grotesque appearance. Just by cohencidence there is a company 

called Gargoyles eye performance wear for Military and cops, I guess They Live was right 

all along. Again it is so called fiction becoming fact, these shows or movies are 

documentary not entertainment. As part of Cosmic Laws, in which in our case is bent to 

the extreme, they have to tell you what they are doing, and they have used entertainment 

which is passed off as fiction with which to do so. Very clever on their part, but now many 

people are working out their code of language, their symbols and symbolic language code, 

and with that we can counteract it. In their world fact is fiction, and fiction is fact. Even 

more interesting is there was a tv series called Gargoyles, and guess where those night 

creatures protected in the series? New York. Those who have encountered those creatures 

in other realms, know they are not exactly on our side. Neither are the churches, as most 

churches have those creatures on their buildings. The users of the Metaverse experience it 

from a first-person perspective, so you become disorientated of which is the real version 

of you. Within the Metaverse, individual users appear as avatars of any form, with the sole 

restriction of height, to prevent people from walking around a mile high. Transport within 

the Metaverse is limited to analogs of reality by foot or vehicle, such as the monorail that 

runs the entire length of the Street, stopping at 256 Express Ports, located evenly at 256 km 

intervals, and Local Ports, one kilometer apart. Why 256? this part is uncertain, although 

256 represents a perfect square 16 to the power of 2. 

 

While the 1986 virtual environment Habitat applied the Sanskrit term avatar to online 

virtual bodies before Stephenson. A virtual environment Habitat? adds a whole new 

meaning for the company called Habitat for Humanity does it not? oops looks like I ruined 

something else. The term avatar is now fairly well known following the movie Avatar, but 

perhaps not too well understood at this point. Here are 5 examples of the use of the word 

Avatar. 1. Hindu Mythology, the descent of a deity to the earth in an incarnate form or 

some manifest shape; the incarnation of a god. Except they were not gods, they used 

technology to fake their existence here, of course people of that time thought it was magic, 

and so called them and worshipped them as gods. That was a major mistake for life on this 

planet, which we have yet to fully recover from. 2. An embodiment or personification, as 

of a principle, attitude, or view of life. 3. Digital Technology, a static or moving image or 
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other graphic representation, that acts as a proxy for a person or is associated with a specific 

digital account or identity. Like a holographic image, which is how the fake gods portrayed 

themselves here in communications with the others, Anu in particular. 4. A number of 

times in shows I have referenced the computer terms and how it can be significant and 

telling. The term port has maritime or mari time connections, motherboard in relation to 

the female AI, which is likely why the church doesn't include the mother. Monitor so we 

can monitor you, your keyboard is the key to attaining your code of language. The cloud 

in which the AI sky god sits. Download and upload can both be seen as extracting energy. 

But has anyone asked the question why they called it a mouse? perhaps this next description 

supplies that reason? A mouse avatar, also called avatar mouse. A mouse that is implanted 

with cells or tissue freshly extracted from a human being, as to test drug therapies for an 

individual patient or to study a disease process. Researchers transplanted samples of the 

patient’s tumor into specially bred avatars. The implications and ponderings of that given 

the current climate of Covid, is enormously far reaching. But remember what the dormouse 

said, feed your head. 5. The final description is perhaps worse in thinking terms than the 

last, described as being science fiction, yet we all know now how much fiction is actually 

fact. A hybrid creature, composed of human and alien DNA and remotely controlled by the 

mind of a genetically matched human being. The success of Snow Crash popularized the 

term to the extent that, avatar is now the accepted term for this concept in computer games 

and on the World Wide Web. 

 

The Knights Templar like the rook and bishop Templars all protect the queen, who is or 

was the queen? the red queen who was one of the last two remaining Parents, neither of 

which are in here anymore, neither of which will be returning. The red queen is off with 

her head the song said, yes figuratively and literally and she can only be seen in here by 

virtual intelligence, it is not real, so she left here with her head in a machine, that is what 

is known as uploaded consciousness technology. Feed your head is the repeating line, they 

fed our heads with their utter drivel, the antidote is to feed your heart not your head. Your 

head can be controlled by them via red pilling, tv and other methods, but connection with 

the heart renders that interaction mute. What is truth, what is real, what is illusion, who you 

are? and what you can be, all comes with self mastery, and the Excalibur sword of self 

mastery for those with an open heart. The great question for you all now is, will you 

develop yourself enough to be able to change your own Matrix sequencing and code? So 

what have we all learned? is it that fact is fiction and fiction is fact it seems, will we accept 

their reality offered or will we manifest our own reality and start on our own space and 

space line again? On and in a timeless world of true enlightenment. IF YOU TOLERATE 

THIS 

 

In From Russia with Love Plus 10, we covered the Red Cube AI Technology and it revealed 

more of what I was looking for, and to be able to connect the dots on what has and is 

unfolding. As a reminder we will repeat stated earlier for easier and better dot connecting. 
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The Red Cube AI technology is designed to be a genetic code crasher for anti-hierogamic 

union, or to create interference through an alien love bite scenario. That engages that person 

in heavy emotional dramas via Victim-Victimizer archetypes and mistaken identity, by 

keeping the inner and outer gender principles split apart. The Red Cube technology 

capitalizes on painful emotional astral damage and mistaken identity, confusing identities, 

so that the target cannot tell who is who, what are the false timelines and imposters versus 

the authentic identity. The targeted person can mistake AI digital twins inserted into their 

hologram as their twin soul, or whatever else that can be included to interfere with 

integrated spiritual Ascension, by confusing them with mistaken identity or Hero-Savior 

archetypes. This includes the target believing that they are this special identity from an 

inserted digital twin of a cloned Ascended Master in their light body. In which this clone 

runs AI red wave, false feminine violet programming or other artificial frequencies, which 

is quite common in the new age circles without Negative Ego training and Victim-

Victimizer clearing. The new age circles has done much damage to those who sought 

differing forms of enlightenment, outside of the church doctrine. In came the violet flame, 

the crystals, peace and love, kundalini, spiritual culture, the Indian guru culture and various 

other damaging terms, none of which was beneficial, if it was, this world would be a better 

place. We covered some of that in earlier FRWL episodes as well. We did a piece on low 

self worth and insecurity being an epidemic on this planet. This is what plays into this 

program, people falsely inflate their worth to cover for the lack of self worth. People who 

seek attention via ego, our invariably hiding the fact they have low self worth and self 

esteem, and this has plagued us all throughout our lives. Low self esteem and the feeling 

of worthlessness, brings in the limitation program we all imposed upon each other and 

ourselves. The little me program who passes themselves off as helpless, which then rolls 

into another epidemic of the people, victimhood programming. It amazes me how some 

compete with others, that somehow their life is worse or has been worse than everybody 

else's, that is the pity attention program and allows the victim and victimhood programs to 

flourish. Too few speak of what they have, what they have done, what they have learned, 

gained or developed. Yet, curiously can reel off with far to a regular occurrences of how 

bad their life is, bad luck, what they have lost, what they can't or haven't done, what they 

haven't got and then run guilt and shame programs on those around them. It is all one giant 

energy harvesting program, that we all run on each other. Yet the bizarre thing for some 

who wish to develop in the higher frequencies, yet wished to hold onto this program which 

is a low frequency level, how can you develop higher with lower vibrational programs 

running through you? The answer is, you can't, it's the same as smoking a low vibrational 

plant and expecting to elevate in higher vibration, not happening no matter how much you 

complain or rail against my comment about it. 

 

The stolen Azurite genetic template was replicated and cloned through AI quantum server 

systems, and these AI hybrid race lines are known as the Azazael gestalt. The Azazael 

gestalt gain access onto the earth through human beings that act as their proxy as a dark 
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consciousness portal, and thus they seek out any Starseed or Indigo individual with the 

Azurite genetic memory record in their bloodline, and attempt to possess and gain control 

over that individual through any means possible. Sometimes genetic coding can be 

triggered by another into developing into the whole. Thus, the firm warning stands, that 

under no circumstances should the awakening Starseed or Indigo people, attach to any 

identities and become fixated upon them during this cycle. The war to clone and generate 

imposter identities from the Ascended Master collectives and all levels of the original 

Christos race lines, is at an all-time high during the current consciousness war. The Azazael 

black hole entities have taken on the original Azurite genetic coding from Gaia, and have 

made an AI replicated body which may appear to be similar in appearance to the original 

Azurites. These imposters can appear in their outer form as Tall Whites, tall slender 

humans with extremely pale white translucent skin, many times with platinum white hair. 

These entities masquerading as Ascended Masters in Tall White human like bodies, are 

some of the most violent and vicious anti-human black hole entities ever known. The tall 

whites resemble or are, what we call Albinos, remember the flagellating guy in the Angels 

and Demons movies? Or the watchers in the series Fringe? The Ori in the Stargate series, 

Ori and the djinn equals Origin that's what we are looking at here. Once we can discern AI 

signals and metatronic coding in data streams, only then can we find out these Wesa 

entities, have been using AI replicated clones to manipulate our emotions and past 

memories, to hijack our original angelic human genetic template. 

 

This AI weapon is cube technology that is used as a cloaking device for the NAA, to parade 

false identities and generating phantom pockets, to hide the many layers of hierarchies that 

form into the Wesa shadow armies. The Red Nile or Red Cube AI programs are used by 

assorted Black Sun entities, Bourgha, Dragon Moth, Marduk Necromiton, Enlil Odedicron, 

Insectoids, Red Spider Arachnids, Black Dragon gestalts and assorted lunar female 

demons. The Bourgha from the black hole system inserted this virus with AI programming 

into our matrix, creating a time rip with technology called Victim-Victimizer software.  

 

The victimhood program is heavy in many due to the low self worth, insecurity and 

unbalanced ego. Those with heavy ego are masking low self worth and insecurity, by 

overinflating their worth externally. Perhaps now you understand my frequent warnings 

surrounding technology? this is how dangerous it is on the higher levels, it is just as 

dangerous at the lower levels, as many have succumbed to it's seducement. Video games a 

major component of it, as they were inserting you into their Metaverse reality and distorting 

what is real and what is not.  

 

October 28th show. In Expose 10 and the follow up FRWL Plus 8 we spoke of the 

Metaverse and digital twins, and their clownery surrounding technology, what are the 

cohencidences of the establishment revealing more of that this week? Facebook has just 

announced it's going to hire 10,000 people in Europe to develop the metaverse. This is a 
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concept which is being talked up by some as the future of the internet. But what exactly is 

it? What is the metaverse? To the outsider, it may look like a souped-up version of Virtual 

Reality, but some people think the metaverse could be the future of the internet. In fact, the 

belief is that it could be to VR, what the modern smart phone is to the first clunky mobile 

phones of the 1980s. Instead of being on a computer, in the metaverse you might use a 

headset to enter a virtual world connecting all sorts of digital environments. Unlike current 

VR, which is mostly used for gaming, this virtual world could be used for practically 

anything, work, play, concerts, cinema trips or just hanging out. Common sense question 

is, why would need or want to do any of them when you can go and do them in the real 

world. Most people envision that you would have a 3D avatar, a representation of yourself 

as you use it. Just what we needed more split personality and alters people in the world, 

how about we integrate ourselves instead of splitting everything. But because it's still just 

an idea, there's no single agreed definition of the metaverse. It is not just an idea, they have 

had it a while and waiting for the stupid public to request or demand it. There is a huge 

amount of excitement about the metaverse among wealthy investors and big tech firms. 

Well that should tell you right there, it will not be good for we the people. Facebook claims 

the metaverse won't be built overnight by a single company and has promised to 

collaborate. It has recently invested $50m (£36.3m) in funding non-profit groups to help 

build the metaverse responsibly. But it thinks the true metaverse idea will take another 10 

to 15 years. I would reverse that and suggest they have had 10 to 15 years. In recent years 

Fortnite expanded its product, hosting concerts, brand events, and more inside its own 

digital world. Roblox, for example, is a platform for thousands of individual games 

connected to the larger ecosystem. Meanwhile, Unity, a 3D development platform, is 

investing in digital twins, digital copies of the real world. The graphics company Nvidia is 

building its Omniverse, which it describes as a platform for connecting 3D virtual worlds. 

Mr Sweeney recently told the Washington Post that he envisions a world where a car 

manufacturer trying to advertise a new model is, going to drop their car into the world in 

real time and you'll be able to drive it around. Perhaps when you go online shopping, you'll 

try on digital clothes first, and then order them to arrive in the real world. VR has come a 

long way in recent years, with high-end headsets which can trick the human eye into seeing 

in 3D as the player moves around a virtual world. Not only tricking their eyes, but their 

few brain cells as well. Lets look at the word Meta and see if it provides clues. Meta is a 

word which came from the ancient Greeks. When they used it, meta meant beyond, after, 

or behind. So, beyond, after or behind the verse, all of which signifies the sleight of hand 

program. The beyond sense of meta still lingers in words like metaphysics or meta-

economy, but that’s still not the meta most of us come across today. One of the more 

popular uses of meta today is for the meaning best described by the formula meta-X equals 

X about X. So, if we take the word data for our X, and add the prefix meta to it, we 

get metadata, or data about data, which is exactly what the voyeuristic perverts in the 

agencies have been doing.  A meta-text is a text about texts, metacognition is thinking 

about thinking, and a meta-joke is a joke about jokes. The self-reflection sense of meta has 
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also given rise to the use of the word as a standalone adjective, where meta is used to 

describe something that’s self-reflective or self-referencing. Self-reflective or self-

referencing, like looking in the mirror with your avatar then. The self-referencing sense 

of meta seems especially popular in art. In its simplest form, a book in which a character 

is writing a book or a movie, in which a character is making a movie can be described 

as meta. Showing or suggesting an explicit awareness of itself or oneself, as a member of 

its category cleverly self-referential. Concerning or providing information about members 

of its own category, occurring later than or in succession to, situated behind or beyond, 

later or more highly organized or specialized form of, transformation, metaphysics. More 

comprehensive transcending, metapsychological usually used with the name of a 

discipline, to designate a new but related discipline designed to deal critically with the 

original one. No wonder clowns are using that word, before, after and beyond. Before they 

die as well as lose, there is no after for them their only choice is deletion. They are trying 

to insert themselves into a digital reality false world with uploaded consciousness 

technology, in the hope that in the future they can reverse it, not happening. Beyond the 

pale, they are beyond the horizon of reality, human, evil, sadistic, perverted and some of 

their actions are beyond Satanesque. ENTER SANDMAN 

 

So, where does all this lead to and how does it effect us as individuals, our group and 

outside of our group as a collective? I have mentioned of how information comes to me in 

various ways, and sometimes it comes it volumes in a short space of time, that is seemingly 

not connected, but always there is hidden dots to connect or tie certain information 

together. This led me to a revelation and conclusion which I will now unpeel, unfold and 

deliver. This has been an ongoing investigation spanning over 18 months, and why I have 

not engaged as much within the chat as I normally did. I am asking you all to listen to the 

end, before passing any judgments on the content or each other, no pointing fingers away 

please, some of you will recognize yourself in this and I am asking you to hold back until 

this piece is finished, all will be explained. Chloe Kirker was the first to fall, not Kim, she 

left in March 2020 and then went on a tour of Mexico, Toronto and then Vancouver leaving 

a trail of broken relationships in her wake inside one month, yet bizarrely blamed me for 

it, then Kim. But the first clue something was wildly amiss was when Chloe messaged me 

and said this, I am back in Vancouver now, I have no idea how I got here or why you are 

not with me. This is clearly evidence of the MK Ultra mind control of which her seeming 

handler Shane Sedore is always central to Chloe's frequent collapses over the past 7 years. 

Sedore is a clever manipulator, having gone through the programs himself, his arrogance 

in believing they failed to program him in those experiments, is and has been his downfall, 

but that is also a trait from his brethren in both families. But Chloe like her enemy which 

is mutual, because the two of them share many bad traits simultaneously. They are like two 

peas in a pod, which is why they don't like each other, that in both cases is borne out by a 

lack of shadow and inner work. If you don't like or hate another person in life, in a large 

part that is a reflection of traits within you to address. But Chloe and Kim have crossed 
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paths many times in past lives, and I found the evidence of such last week. But, whilst we 

can complain about both Kim, Shane and Chloe and their poor manners, behaviors and 

decisions, lack of accountability the key one, one must also point out that, they are victims 

of being in and through the programs. For that reason only, I will and have defended all of 

them to a point. But, I will fight until my dying breathe in this lifetime to stop further 

children and later adults, having their lives being destroyed by psychotic program people. 

As we have covered earlier how the EL-ite children go through unimaginable torture and 

severe mind control training techniques, ran by the Military, Agencies, Paperclip crew and 

their Hebrew Annunaki scientists, plus off world entities. Just because you are born a 

Rothschild, Rockefeller, Windsor, Carnegie, Astor or the many other bloodline families 

with vast wealth, does not and never will make this program right, it is pure evil. Having 

mentioned the voice to head technology used on the Trustee in Tuesday's show, essentially 

that set in motion as set of patterns that lead me to working out what has been going on 

within our group, and interference with our members and their lives. That voice to head 

technology was removed from her by me on July 4th 2020, 3 months after the split. So to 

say I was working against her is pure nonsense, and some members privately are aware of 

that taking place, and was corroborated by members in the Polish group. I gave her 6 weeks 

to then make her own adjustments which took us up to August 14th, at that point I had 

barely said nothing about the Trustee and her antics, except to confirm the split. 

 

Once August 14th came and went and she had yet again had done no inner work, only after 

then did I have reasons to criticize her work, not the person. I could have said much about 

the person, but will not lower myself to that level. I have been asked to go on two shows 

to just dig the dirt on Kim, I declined both offers. In September 2020 I knew the Trustee 

was not right after she attempted a healing session on one of our members, she is not 

capable of that skill set. That caused her illness to proliferate badly, to a point where it 

could have cost her life, until intervention was applied and allowed the successful surgery 

to remove the remnants of her disease. The same thing happened to her partner, he returned 

to my home looking like a ghost and drained like a battery and looked like life was ebbing 

away from him, until intervention took place. But, that wasn't the only occasion of that type 

of event as another developed a few months ago, as we will find out later. Around the same 

time June 2020 onwards another prominent female in the group close to me started to go 

wildly off kilter, out of character and saying some frankly bizarre things. I did try to help 

but came up against a barrage of denials or the now familiar problem of not listening, but 

perhaps she couldn't hear? Several complaints and a strange zoom call later it came to a 

head in January 2021, as that person was raising major concerns as to why her demeanor 

had changed so much, wild accusations none of which made any sense was the order of the 

day at that time. By then that same person from around October 2020, had hooked up with 

another person this time a male, and suddenly on zoom calls and other avenues, several 

members were reporting these two were psychically attacking them. Now I did witness one 

person initiating attacks visually, the other by frequency as their video was turned off, so 
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the attacks were real and the two were noted by myself, and I went off waiting and watching 

for further events to tie it altogether. The male was initiating Masonic/Isis ritual hand 

signals during that zoom call, and so actions were taken to block it. Both were warned 

privately to watch their actions and intentions by myself, both appeared to ignore it. Further 

attacks followed by the female member against other members, who were now reporting it 

to me in large numbers, yet to me this never made any sense. I knew or suspected I knew 

why, and formulated an opinion as to explain what was unfolding, but I needed more 

evidence. I then received a complaint by one member of an astral rape which was dismissed 

by members of the Life Force group, Liam and Alan James. That involved Masons, and 

the Masons covered it up between them, oblivious to Alan, who told her to forget it as we 

are going to 5D in August 2020. Yet, these people profess to be enlightened and their on 

their way to 5D, don't think so with behaviors and lack of humanity like that. But, these are 

the types of people the new version of Kim attracts these days, and many of the Life Force 

dwindling numbers have revealed far worse to me privately, and yet curiously they want 

me to fix her. I can't fix or save anyone, I can help, and have helped people extensively 

with mixed results. Positive engagements are when people listen and don't react, which is 

the trigger within themselves, and they use the helper to deflect it, that doesn't work with 

me. The less positive outcomes all arise through not listening, in comes denial, switching 

of the narrative, pointing the fingers back, none of which alters the person receiving the 

help, but it is a convenient outlet and yet again the helper gets the ire. So, I or you can help, 

but ultimately doing the work, that is down to the individual themselves. Something in 

some cases terrifies the individuals rejecting the help and the work, but why would you 

fear yourself? because that is essentially what you are doing in that instance. Another 

female came on the scene, and she was also observed as doing psychic attacks on members, 

being aggressive in her tone and speech, and I received several complaints about her also. 

She was connected with another female in the group, who also was accused of doing 

psychic attacks and spell casting on members, some of which was thrown about in the 

Mewe chat. In May of this year I said this in a show, in part in response as to what was 

unfolding. Word of warning as the energies ramps up, the division will increase, the 

targeting will increase, the isolation will increase, just stay your path, trust your path and 

trust in you. Keep shielding, keep clearing your field, keep centering which is balance, and 

protect your fellow members, we are all we have, for now. 

 

Another female in the group hooked up with one of our male members, and suddenly his 

whole persona changed, in came ego, in came wild claims of titles and past lives and then 

the two were then engaged in discrediting a number of members. In particular members 

who were their friends prior to meeting up with each other, this became alarming and I 

tried to diffuse it by not engaging, whilst they were trying separately to get me to side with 

them and attack other members, they deemed agents or not worthy. When I didn't engage, 

they then turned on other people, and the male chose to block me citing I never helped him, 

but I did several times, and he like the first prominent female, failed to listen. Around 
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summer of this year, I started to hear feedback of chatter within the group of accusations, 

that I was coming to them at night and having sex with them energetically. This gave me 

more insight as to what was unfolding here, and I added it to the database. To date I have 

heard of three females saying that I was in their bed at night. It maybe the case there is 

more females who may have experienced that, as many people are reluctant to speak out 

about it, but you can't keep those things as a secret, no matter who is involved. This is what 

the shows have taught you, and I am no different when it comes to being questioned or put 

under the microscope. I have always said, the truth never fears investigation, and that 

applies to me also. This brought up echoes of a bust up in the E book and why that was 

delayed, when a certain number of women where discussing, then arguing over who could 

be the first to bed or be my partner, the fall out of that is ongoing in same cases. I guess I 

never got to have a say in those things it seems. Look it is fine to desire a certain partner, 

but it should not be a competitive comparative game between females, that leads to them 

hating on each other, that behavior is just wrong. Another event unfolded this summer that 

involved a group this time, that appears to have had bad consequences unbeknownst to 

them. Group healing sessions where ongoing and I did warn about it in the shows, and also 

privately, but couldn't expand upon it too much at that time. But I was hoping the warning 

of it would have sufficed, but it didn't, the non listening problem resurfaced again. Then I 

received a complaint that a healing session appeared to go badly wrong and one member 

got really sick and ended up in hospital with a disease. I have no doubt that this event, like 

the Trustees, their intentions were not malevolent in any way, but clearly now something 

was unfolding and very amiss. Amongst all this I was witnessing females attacking each 

other, dismissing each other and refusing to work with each other. Females attacking one 

or two male members, two of which have been mentioned prior. Some females were going 

from slightly amiss to quite awry, and the reports of attacks where increasing. This tells 

me two things, A: there is a hidden agenda problem and B: members are not doing enough 

or sufficient shielding. But at this stage of the investigation it is and was a core of females 

involved in the issues, that is not negating the males involved also, this is not a male/female 

divide issue, it is about collective patterns of behavioral traits. By now in July we had 

started to develop the TPC Village, and you have no idea the amount of interference that I 

have had to deal with on that, not just in relation to my own land and home, but other 

members and any companies, City, County or State involved to date has caused disruptions, 

delaying tactics and misinformation designed to put people off. But, I don't give up and we 

are now despite all that nonsense, still progressing nicely with the village. But I had one 

main concern at the time, would the females poor behavior, actions and reactions between 

each other hamper not only the group, but the village as well, and so I took action. First in 

the show, and secondly to address the mainly female group in the self help communal 

gathering, to not only look within themselves, but to work on it as a collective. LIVE TO 

TELL 
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On July 29th show this year, I said this piece in relation to some of the above, and a concern 

that the warring females would ruin the village project. I opened with a line from a song I 

had just played. I have a tale to tell, sometimes it gets so hard to hide it well, I was not 

ready for the fall, too blind to see the writing on the wall. That should have been a clue for 

more people to look at themselves. This will be the most testing piece covered since I did 

the Feminism piece a few years back, that pleasantly and surprisingly I received no end of 

plaudits for, despite being critical of women, 95% of the feedback was from females 

supporting that piece. This will dredge up a range of emotions also, and if you think it is 

about you personally, do your own shadow and inner work, if you are triggered, you haven't 

done enough shadow and inner work, it is an opportunity to see where you, the individuals 

are and at in terms of developing the self. This speaks to and about the collective and not 

the personal, if you take it personal, it says much about yourself, and no amount of 

projecting at me will correct that trigger, it is internal, not external. So, a bit of background 

to this, many of the disputes in social media groups, including this one and my previous 

group involved 90% of females causing the issues. Even if we factor out the honey pots, 

agency puppets it still leaves a predominant number that is causing the division, between 

themselves and others in the group. So why is that? well as an observer and not immersed 

in things I am able to see more and connect the patterns of behavior easier, and it reveals 

definitive patterns, two of which are the most common causes of female divisiveness. My 

observations led me to write this piece and also provide the solutions to correct it, and the 

inherent reasoning as to how and why this has unfolded. As it goes back in time and is 

brought back into the now, and the current version of female is a far cry from the archetype 

it represents. The main reasoning behind this inner war between females is, they do not 

trust each other, that is the common streak running through many females within our own 

group, and is replicated elsewhere. Females are a different breed when conflict arises than 

males, males will square up to each other, and sometimes will fight each other, or tell the 

other GFY or similar cussing and by and large it ends either after the incident or the next 

day or week. If they were known to each other, and it generally follows there is an excuse 

of sorry about that, I was off my head on alcohol or drugs or was just having a bad day. 

But, and it's a big but, this does not apply to the females conflicts, it rages on and on and 

on, neither will shut up, neither will back down and it becomes a fight to the death scenario. 

The female becomes the predator, stalking it's prey for a very long time, and they will just 

not let go of what was generally a non descript event or comment. The deep seated predator 

mode kicks in and pursues it's victim with a relentless passion, often for years on end. This 

is most common in families, the female siblings rarely get on, and often tolerate each other 

or never speak to each other, as neither will back down or call a truce. That is predatory 

behaviors and is not befitting the archetype of the caring, nurturing, compassionate, birth 

giving mother. Many females in our own group suffered after the departure of Kim, as she 

exhibited such poor behaviors and actions in the video and her follow up chat on mewe, 

but why was that the case? Well, females felt Kim was the answer and finally a powerful 

female acting in a feminine but also partially male dominant way, and all was well until 
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she shifted into a total male dominant aspect of herself. The females were looking and 

thinking the Eve would return the balance to the female psyche, and then the common 

theme amongst leading female roles, they adapt the worst aspects of the male dominant 

role of, aggression, domineering, unbalanced ego and bullying. This had a great 

psychological effect on the females in our group, and still lingers on in some as, Kim was 

the great hope who then let you down. Some have taken on her current frequency and that 

will not serve you well, now or the future, and people must address that imbalance 

themselves, it is not anyone else's issue to deal with or fix, no one can fix someone else, 

only the person themselves. The same was felt in the UK when we had Margaret Thatcher 

as the first female Prime Minister, but she went male dominant and the disappointment was 

palpable. Look at the lead females Merkel, Hillary Clinton when she was alive, Pelosi, 

Feinstein, Albright, Alexander Cortez, Oprah, Degeneres all of them are not the traditional 

feminine aspect, all male dominant. The argument is that the female must do that to survive 

in a man's world, but the man's world is an illusion. Nine out of the last 10 parents were 

females, most of the Covens were led by females, most of the world's witches are females, 

even Q mentioned similar to our show with the warning watch out for the females of the 

male partners, suggesting it was the wives and not the husbands running the show. Only in 

the mainly Arab, Middle East and Asian regions are the females not playing the dominant 

hidden hand role. So, how and why has this unfolded? why do women not trust each other? 

why are women so competitive with each other? why are women so comparative with each 

other? Here is the underlying issue behind it all, and it goes back to the females mating 

with the gods, and subsequently attempting to wipe out their fellow man here. Many will 

say they would never sleep with a Draco in that form, but they never presented themselves 

in that form, it was the chiseled, strong and strength based Adonis or Greek god type they 

looked like, but inside the facade or mask lay the hidden reptile. For those who have seen 

the original V or Stargate series will grasp that better. Most people are aware that we have 

a part reptilian aspect to our brain stem, known as the reptilian cortex. Here is a description 

of it and lets see if it fits the pattern seen in male dominant females. The term, reptilian 

brain or reptilian complex is derived from a longstanding belief within the field of neuro-

anatomy that the forebrains of reptiles, and other small animals, were dominated by these 

structures. Paul MacLean suggested, within the Triune brain model, that the basal ganglia 

and a number of the surrounding structures within the base of the forebrain are responsible 

for species-typical behaviors, which are present in aggression, dominance, territoriality, 

and ritual displays. Species typical behaviors? which species you may ask? Aggression, 

dominance, territoriality, and ritual displays are all the traits of many of the western and 

some Asian females today. The term often used is, a bitch. Bitch is a slang word for a 

person, usually a woman. When applied to a woman or girl, it means someone who is 

belligerent, unreasonable, malicious, controlling, aggressive, or dominant. It is described 

as being a female dog in heat, female humans are not dogs, so why act like them. I believe 

they used the term dog in a negative way, as a means to denigrate the dog itself, why? 

because it is said the dog is mans best friend for a reason, and perhaps another type of 
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animal wanted to create that distortion? Maybe there is a reason they call it being catty? 

How did this come about? the mating of the gods and the females created a genetic 

alteration which was passed down from generation to generation via the mating. But, the 

sexual union created much more, and turned females into the more Draco male dominant 

aspect, not the human male dominant aspect. Is there evidence of this taking place hidden 

in plain sight? well I have told you the bible was their story not ours, and it told you let us 

make man in our image and likeness, are you getting it now? The sexual union planted the 

seed and the females were responsible for growing and developing it, and this is what we 

are seeing here and now, a female archetype very much removed from the original 

archetype and why so many females are acting they way they are. If you are a female who 

is competing with or against another female in the group or otherwise, do more shadow 

work, if you comparative with other females do more shadow work. You were not created 

to compete or be comparative with one another, that is the programming, and you have to 

break the programming down and replant your own seed of growth and compassion in a 

cooperative way, in your image not theirs. Stop making excuses for your own poor choices 

and behaviors, stop acting like predators singling one another out. Learning to trust each 

other starts with you, nobody else, just you. Quit pointing fingers away and point them 

back, you break the cycle, you break the programming, what others do or don't is not your 

concern. This applies to all females in this group, and if you are saying what about males, 

do more shadow work, that is another deflection away from the self. This programming 

and demeanor is destroying the male archetype as well, gone is the protector warrior type 

male, and in came the too feminine aspect male, due to female dominance, and in the 

imbalance of the archetypal roles. This has to be corrected on a wider scale, but we can 

start the process here and now, otherwise our village concept will eventually fall due to the 

women mistrusting each other, comparing and competitive with each other and the division 

and disruption it causes. Some of the females in our group have begun to take on the 

challenge themselves, in the former granny napper group and the self help group, which I 

addressed some of this on their call a week after this piece. There will be a joint revocation 

for all females presented in the self help group and maybe read out in a future show. This 

is all about a change of mindset, to have the courage to break the patterns within yourself 

that no longer serve you. This is the classic definition of thinking and acting different. 

 

I followed that piece and looking back now I should perhaps have made the connection, 

but times for me have been all so busy particularly since April this year. Waiting for April 

message to launch two new ideas that were formulated in my head in January or February, 

but was guided to wait until April 1st, due to alt media interference and also the Life Force 

group stealing all of our ideas as well as our show content at the time. All of their 

assemblies are based and stolen from our ideas with the THI State and Country groups, one 

Life Force member even launched a Pay it forward donations, which came directly from 

our show. 
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Since then the male and female have split up, and male decided to blame me and cut me 

off on FB and Mewe. This is a common theme for me, as I was asked this past month to 

help a female of another couple in the group who had split up and she requested a call. I 

was busy at the time but asked her to leave her number, and I will call as soon as I can. The 

female said she was ok and didn't require my help as she returned to her partner, only for 

the partner to accuse me of not helping her. Yet again it shows how people negate their 

own responsibilities and decide to push it off onto other people, who by and large are not 

responsible or involved in their lives. But this is the joy of being a radio show host, you get 

everyone's complaints, concerns, partnerships, gossip, fears, requests for time, calls, advice 

loaded onto you, despite the now classic THI meme of, I know your busy but, but can I just 

unload my issues, problems and life onto you as well. It is not that I don't help people, I 

have helped many of you privately and publicly, but a lack of consideration for my time 

and my life, not that I get much of a life, but that was my choice to take this role on with 

all it's differing pressures, sacrifices and demands of my time. The key is to look within, 

can I solve my concerns, issues myself? because that way you will gain so much more than 

just seeking mine or anyone else's council. Another prominent female started showing 

signs of slipping around April also, she delivered several complaints about some of the 

other aforementioned females attacking her psychically, and also visiting her in her home 

energetically. Coincidentally at the same time, one member she accused of throwing barbs 

and attacks around, was against the very same person who was accusing her of doing the 

same thing. The prominent female and her female friend both received psychic and targeted 

attacks at the same time, both had accidents that damaged their feet on the same day, and 

bizarrely another female mentioned previously posted pictures of feet on the chat on the 

very same day. I have since received complaints to and from the self help group involving 

females mentioned previously, plus another one who I had been receiving complaints about 

since around April/May 2021, although there was some minor complaints about that person 

prior to that, that were largely overlooked by myself. But then it took another twist in this 

past week, as suddenly the prominent female accused another member of psychically 

attacking her and her friend, and wanted to cut that person off entirely, and suddenly the 

picture began to emerge. The first Prominent female in the group continues to focus only 

on one item, being attacked and has done since June 2020, whilst sympathy goes out to 

anyone attacked, the sheer volume of postings about the one subject has raised many 

concerns about that person, that has been relayed to me by well over a dozen members. It 

is all about what you choose to focus on, and in essence this case goes under the Victim - 

Victimizer program mentioned earlier. You cannot say it doesn't bother me, then post about 

half a dozen times per week, because at that point, the victimizers are winning. They have 

successfully managed to make your focus on what they want, not what you need. One can 

deflect or argue against that, but it doesn't alter the facts, they are winning the battle of the 

mind, if it becomes your only or primary focus. Three people who were accused were not 

capable of doing those types of attacks, although the male has connections to a witches cult 

group we have encountered before, The Soul Tribe Sanctuary and Marilee Neitain. Neitain 
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is connected to many witches cults in Europe and also the Sisterhood of the Rose group, 

and the dark band of witches who were putting spells publicly on Trump, this is what those 

type of people do. Cobra and the show I went on a few times in Arizona, are also connected 

to the Sisterhood of the Rose. The Sisterhood of the Rose is a spin off of the Scarlet 

Sisterhood from the Pleiades constellation, a very dark, Satanic and sadistic group of 

female witches, and are/were amongst the darkest of that dark magician class of beings. 

Another former member who is involved in the aptly named acronym of Soul Tribe 

Sanctuary, STS which is service to self, was also involved with the healing group 

mentioned previously. At least two of those mentioned earlier have or had connections to 

Wiccan groups, their frequency and spell casting revealed that in the chat. Now that may 

well be latent programming and not the intentions of the said persons doing it, so if you 

have been involved in either, check yourselves out closely there are no cord connections 

being held on and within you. We are going to take a break now, and no doubt some of you 

are triggered, concerned, frustrated or angry but remember, this is not about you, this is 

about the all. These are the lessons we can all learn from, myself included, if we are going 

to be connected to something different, aspire to something different, then we all have to 

ditch the old programs to become different. I ask all members on chat do you want me to 

list the names involved, just put yes or no, and I will go on popular choice. They will be in 

no particular order or reference to determining the events, just the names of the members 

for some clarity and ease doubts. Just because your name comes up, does not mean 

anything nasty or negative at this point, as I will explain things clearer after this break. The 

key is either you initiated it or attracted it, because of elements unaddressed from within. 

The power of attraction plays far more heavily into this than people realize or wish to 

address. SHOW ME THE WAY 

 

I am asking people to not react and be adult about this because it is important for us all. 

Members mentioned, who were targeted, targeting, making complaints of or to, or on the 

end of attacks or making attacks. Jim Brewer, Amy Bruno, Jan Burgess, Andrew Collins, 

Angela Efken, Russell Goebel, Michele Hancsak, Ruth Harclerode, Todd Heaps, Ramona 

Helitha, Rochelle House, Roger Isaacs, April Johansen, Rhode Lestravelled, Marius THI 

Poland, Ed Martinez, Jacob Nordeck, Kathy Norman, Kellie Pitroff, Paula Soltan, 

Stanislaus THI Poland, Bobby Stephens, The E-Book group, The THI Polish group, Sue 

Valentine, Jim Wall, Jeannie and Bill Willets. There has been several complaints against 

some of the names, which always ends up on my desk at one point, something perhaps 

people should consider is that fair? So what are the common occurrences here? A: Females 

are involved in it heavily B: Females being too masculine in their approach, demeanor, 

manner and delivery C: There is a connection to some females in the group in the present 

or the past to Wiccanism. The Wiccan aspect gives off a bad frequency and is telling as to 

who was involved in it, as they have common traits, speech patterns and at times a bizarre 

randomness to their interactions, words and comments, D: attention seeking and victim 

victimizer programming, and E: Females not listening, these attributes are not a 
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coincidence, it has gone on a long time. Particularly in the case of the first three females 

mentioned. To listen and ignore to cover up an inner issue is a weakness and reflection of 

low self worth, the strength comes from recognizing that. Being a female warrior does not 

require predominant masculine energy and delivery, an important point to remember. But 

all of it can be corrected as from today, it's all out in the open now, and all people whether 

named or not need to work on themselves to correct it. You can start by stop lying to 

yourself, from overview it is the most bizarre concept, who are you lying to? This is not a 

male versus female issue it goes way beyond that, males have issues as well, but their issues 

can only be addressed when sufficient females learn to support each other, learn to be more 

feminine and stand in their femininity and be not only comfortable in it, but proud as well. 

This goes some way to correcting the overarching problem, the Mother issue, because the 

Mother issue is at the heart of the male problems as well, which is the only reason the focus 

now is on the female. 

 

So what has been unfolding, the first prominent female hooked up and both went awry, the 

female moreso. Range of complaints about both of them, some of it witnessed, and 

continues to this day, given interactions of the past 48 hours. But, if several members all 

complain two people are attacking them, I had to take stock, and I worked out back then, 

around January that, something was either binding them together, one was binding the other 

or some entity was running through them both. Both exhibit the victim - victimizer traits 

laid out earlier, reports continued about the female throughout the year, but the male 

disappeared only to reappear with barbed comments. But the other prominent female had 

made several complaints at this point of being attacked, by various names, some of which 

never made sense. The final complaint made by her made zero sense whatsoever and now 

having other information available, things began to become a whole heap clearer. The last 

person it was suggested was attacking, is just not capable of doing that, as I have helped 

that person energetically, vocally and gave spiritual and inner work advice. The shadows 

would have danced with me, if that was not the case. So, we are left with a whole heap of 

allegations, finger pointing, mistrust and in some cases rank division between certain 

members, one of which has major trust issues within, that then projects out. We have said 

it in past shows, how can your trust others if you don't trust yourself? how can you love 

others if you don't love yourself, and subsequently given many of our members can now 

detect frequencies, how do you expect them to receive with a lack of trust and love? With 

the evidence of have delivered in 3 or 4 shows within the past month, now it has become 

clear to me what in some cases is or has been unfolding. Just because you were not 

mentioned, does not mean you are not involved or affected, we are all one unit and so 

resonant effects then travels through us all, and then permeates out. Here are the key 

pointers to what has been going on. The Vrill group are a major problem we have been 

dealing with recently, with their frequency based machines causing much havoc and 

disruption, particularly in the field of harvesting energy from selected groups. The gist of 

those below ground machines was to create a frequency that lowered the vibration of 
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people on the planet, particularly certain groups who have turned their light frequency 

beacon on. An AI entrained host who is dragging a growing bulk of human Souls into the 

looming AI Singularity where they will be lost to AI forever. Samsung has revealed its 

plans for 6G technology, outlining its vision for digital twins of our physical selves. A 

Digital Twin is an exact replica or Clone, used to represent that individual’s Personality 

Matrix projected into another dimensional plane, usually the virtual representation is 

placed in a location within the Phantom Matrix. The Digital Twin is used by the NAA as a 

Mind Control weapon which attempts to overlay into the Light body, it is designed to 

subvert the organic consciousness of that individual. Many times, seemingly to be an evil 

twin, but this is a digital twin of that individuals’ identity that is used as, a Holographic 

Insert to abuse the inner spiritual Christos within organic human beings. The Red Cube AI 

technology is designed to be a genetic code crasher for anti-hierogamic union, or to create 

interference through an alien love bite scenario. The Red Cube technology capitalizes on 

painful emotional astral damage and mistaken identity, confusing identities, so that the 

target cannot tell who is who, what are the false timelines and imposters versus the 

authentic identity. I said earlier take note of the line mistaken identity, confusing identity. 

The targeted person can mistake AI Digital Twins inserted into their hologram as their twin 

soul, or whatever else that can be included to interfere with integrated spiritual Ascension, 

by confusing them with mistaken identity or Hero-Savior archetypes. In which this clone 

runs AI Red Wave, false feminine violet programming or other artificial frequencies, which 

is quite common in the new age circles without Negative Ego training and Victim-

Victimizer clearing. Basically this is Military Grey Alien Technology and other Alien 

Machinery used by the NAA, is designed to create Clones of planetary inhabitants, human 

beings, through the process of Soul Capture Technology and manipulating 

synthetic Timelines. So that brings in the SSP, who are prominent in three regions of 

America, The Pacific Northwest, Wright Patterson and Norfolk, Virginia. Digital 

Technology, a static or moving image or other graphic representation, that acts as a proxy 

for a person or is associated with a specific digital account or identity. A hybrid creature, 

composed of human and alien DNA and remotely controlled by the mind of a genetically 

matched human being. 

 

How is that all implemented? We did a piece on low self worth and insecurity being an 

epidemic on this planet. This is what plays into this program, people falsely inflate their 

worth to cover for the lack of self worth. People who seek attention via ego, our invariably 

hiding the fact they have low self worth and self esteem, and this has plagued us all 

throughout our lives. Low self esteem and the feeling of worthlessness, brings in the 

limitation program we all imposed upon each other and ourselves. The little me program 

who passes themselves off as helpless, which then rolls into another epidemic of the people, 

victimhood programming. What has unfolded is that for some frequency machines are 

being used, for some Wiccan or other dark magic is being used, but something kept not 

making sense given some people who were claimed to be attacking I don't feel was right. 
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But then we did all the pieces and something I revealed to the TPC Directors earlier this 

year, that I felt two members were being ran by other entities, mimicking them and their 

frequency. Without being aware of that technology back then, and suddenly it all clicked. 

I would suggest at this point they are actually not building the Metaverse, they have already 

created it and they are using it within our group. One member is barely recognizable and a 

sure sign of someone taken or failing or both, is the loss of power in the voice, and this 

alarmed me. As for the mentions of me visiting females in their bed, that was not me I can 

categorically state. I worked hard to attain what abilities I do have, they will not be tossed 

away for some night time carnal lust, that I can promise you. These host entities or digital 

twins just syphon the energy, they appear to be mimicking certain people, all of which have 

certain underlying issues they are covering up with largely bravado and somewhat 

masculine stances. Some of the newer symptoms of attack are dizziness, disoriented, heavy 

eyes, spinning, vertigo, a strange smell in your vicinity maybe the trigger for it, over 

focusing on one item or person which is deflection, recognize them and act upon it. So, all 

those who have been accusing other members need a full rethink at this stage, this is 

technology and you allowed it into your field. All of which means more inner work to 

correct your part in at, either by direct targeting or the magnetic attraction method. The 

females are under attack again, as they don't wish us to create the overlying issue here, The 

Mother program. Those who heal with attachments are causing more issues than they are 

correcting. These things feed, and one has to consider if you are feeling great or better after 

doing healing sessions is, you are taking their energy from the person you are healing? 

There is no other explanation, true healing lowers your energy, not increases it. Group 

healing is like group meditation, it only takes one to spoil the whole field, whether 

intentional or not, the same outcome derives from it. Pointing fingers as to who maybe the 

one, is not the way forward, look within is the answer. I said in a show around 6 weeks 

ago, you can't heal others if you haven't healed yourself, it stands then and stands now. We 

have to think better on these things, be more aware of the dangers, pitfalls and respect 

everyone is not at the same level as each other. So, how do we fix this, well all those names 

know who you have pointed fingers at, or engaged in a wrong way or fought over some 

trivial issue, you now realize there is a bigger picture here unfolding and we must all put 

our adult pants on and address it in the right way. A male will stay on the outside of the 

group until further investigations can be ascertained, as I believe he is a conduit for this 

and either deliberately roped in the first prominent member and infected her, or the 

mimickery digital twins is playing to and from him or the two are host possessed and then 

become a threat to the rest of the group. The prominent female has dabbled in far too much 

over the years, from new age stuff to super soldier stuff, to then agency based shenanigans 

of the Polish group and their leader, who himself is riddled with reptile based entities. She 

like others refused to listen, despite a Polish person in the group warning her, and he is 

leading the Polish people a merry dance currently, one day they need to wake up to reality 

and quit following someone who is not in control of them self. Given some of you have 

not done themselves proud and dropped all this on my plate to deal with, I would ask some 
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recompense and please go and reach out to each other, make peace and hopefully lasting 

friends. Do that between you and lets draw a line in the sand and help and support each 

other, we are all we have at this point. They attack us not because we are weak, they attack 

us because we are strong, and no group has undergone the sheer volume of attacks, trolling, 

shilling, targeting, had whole groups set up just to make lies and attack us, created shows 

and put weak filled people on all to attack one group and one man, had some many agents 

within it, so many witches in it, so much interference with the State Groups, Country 

Groups, The Village and the list is endless. But, you know what, fuck them and their child 

level games, weak willed people and their control based programs, because you know 

what? we are all still here and fighting, and about to get stronger for it. Stand tall and proud 

and lets tighten the group even more and come together, we will not back down, we will 

not comply, we will not succumb, we will fight it together. Forever love for who we are, 

forever fight for who we are, forever believe in what we do and forever trust in who WE 

are, because at this stage of proceedings, nothing else matters. NOTHING ELSE 

MATTERS 

 

 

 

 

 

 


